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IMPORTANT NOTICE

GAWLER PLACE TAXI RANK
The iconic Gawler Place Taxi rank will close on the 30th April 2018.
Renovations to the Rundle Plaza which requires scaffolding to be installed along the Gawler
Place footpath, has necessitated an earlier closure than first planned.
Along with the Rundle Plaza renovations the City of Adelaide have advised of substantial
works to upgrade Gawler Place in the sections from North Terrace to Rundle Mall and on the
southern side to Grenfell Street.
The taxi rank which is in this location will be relocated until the upgrade has been completed
in approximately 18 months.

During the construction period a 6 car 24/7 taxi rank will be installed
on the eastern side of Kintore Avenue.
Passengers who are frequent taxi users in the area will be advised of the temporary location
of the taxi rank.
While this is not ideal, the City of Adelaide have committed to providing ample signage
pointing to the new temporary taxi rank and to the alternate taxi ranks on Grenfell and at
either end of Rundle Mall on King William and Pulteney Streets.
We have been in discussions with the City of Adelaide for some time and they have agreed
to incorporate a new three car taxi rank on the western side of Gawler Place between North
Terrace and Rundle Mall as part of the upgrade.
A map of the Kintore Avenue Taxi Rank which is as near as possible to the intersection of
North Terrace is also attached.
The Taxi Council understands that this is not ideal but due to construction works on North
Terrace and Gawler Place no other options are available.
We encourage you to try out the Kintore Avenue rank as customers will learn of its location.
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